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THE HISTORY OF HAMO TRAMWAYS
INTRODUCTION
In the late 1950s tramway modelling was very much a minority interest. The Tramway and Light
Railway Society had formed in 1938 and principally encouraged modelling to the scale of 1:16. By
the 1950s the popularity of ’OO’ and ‘HO’ scales was growing. However, there were very few
commercial models available and certainly no ready-to-run British models. The only ready-to-run
model tram system was that produced by the German company Hamo. One disadvantage was
that the Hamo models were far more expensive than comparable British model railways.
The company ceased production in the 1960s and the only examples for sale were second-hand.
However, the trams were made of sturdy cast metal with large, bomb-proof motors. Most models
would continue to run and run despite the most severe abuse and those few that did stop running
were usually able to be repaired.
In those days there was little demand for German tramcars in Britain and while few came onto the
market, prices were affordable. Sold as ‘HO’ scale the models were somewhat oversize, even rather large for ‘OO’ scale. They were largely ignored by the British model railway market as the
single deck tramcars were clearly very different from the double deck trams that ran in our towns.
Add the fact that around this time trams had been for many years disappearing from our streets,
their role being taken over by buses (in London trolleybuses) they had become unfashionable,
both as modes of public transport and as subjects to be modelled.
In their home country of Germany the dip in popularity was fairly short and they soon developed a
small but keen following, with the result that prices in that country rose. However, prices remained more affordable in Britain. Then came the expansion of the internet and particularly online auction sites such as Ebay. It became very easy to purchase models from other countries,
however, at the expense of competing against German collectors willing to pay German prices.
The result saw a dramatic rise in prices. Today the number of Hamo models sold has declined
significantly with a resultant increase in prices obtained.
Having been interested in the models we gathered information on the history of Hamo trams and
in Britain use was made of the mechanisms and other parts by Anbrico, Meadowcroft. Additionally Edward Exley became the British distributer. This booklet tells their stories.

The second Hamo set 100,
with a figure of eight track
layout, overhead and tramcar
T205 with trailer 250.
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FEMO (GEORG DÖRFLER AND A. FELDGIEBEL) 1951 - 1952
After the war, in the late 1940s, a Nuremberg electrical and toy shop owner, Georg Dörfler, built
some model tramcars for himself. He built them to ‘HO’ scale, then a scale growing in popularity
on the continent. The tramcar had a 12 volt DC motor that operated from a live overhead system
and was based the four-wheel tramcar built in 1926 for many German systems. The track was
pressed from sheet metal and so each rail was electrically bonded, making it impossible to operate a two-rail system. The wheels were not insulated and to enable the trailer to have lighting in
the saloon, a wire connection had to be made between the tramcar and trailer. The wire was connected to the tramcar pantograph to supply electricity to the trailer, while the return circuit was
through the trailer body and the wheels. .
His models attracted interest and in 1950 he decided to set up production of the models. To do
so he joined with A. Feldgiebel, the owner of an engineering workshop in Feucht, Nuremberg. Together in 1950 they formed a company called FEMO and started manufacturing. The models
were shown to the public at the 1951 Nuremberg Toy Fair. They attracted much interest from the
press and potential buyers. However, this did not translate into firm orders and they returned
home disappointed. They decided that potential sales were far below what they had hoped for
and so they came to the decision to cease production.

Above: Examples of the Femo tramcar are exceedingly rare. The only one known
to us is this tram (with its trailer) displayed at the Nuremberg Toy Museum.

Left: The overhead mast showing the overhead wire fitting into a tube, a system
that was changed soon after Hamo took over.

Below: The tinplate track with lithographed granite sets.
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HAMO (ALFRED HANNEMANN MODELS) 1952 - 1964
It is not known how Alfred Hannemann heard that Femo were going to cease production of their
model tram system, but he was very interested and he purchased the patents, intellectual rights,
tooling and remaining stock and set up manufacturing the model tramway in 1952 at his factory
Alfred Hannemann Models (trading under the HAMO label) that was located in Nuremberg. Initially he sold the available stock which meant the earliest power cars would only work using a live
overhead. He also started developing the range, in particular revising the track and overhead
systems. He began by replacing the pressed metal track with a system using a plastic grooved
base and metal rails. This allowed the trams to be able to operate on a two rail supply as well as
live overhead. He also changed the motor in the trams for a larger, stronger power unit. The revised power tramcar was fitted with an internal switch allowing the operator to choose either live
overhead or two rail supply, although he used the surplus Femo motors to power a (cheaper)
model that was only able to operate on a two rail supply.
The new models were shown at the 1953 Nuremberg Toy Fair, where they attracted sufficient
orders to continue production. The model tramway became the first complete such system to be
available to the public. With tramcars, trailers, street track, overhead and controllers, the system
soon became part of the mainstream model railway market. The range gradually expanded with
new electric motors, new tramcars, transformer controllers and a dedicated illuminated tram stop.
The products were used by modellers either for a tramway layout in its own right, or as an addition to a model railway layout. The range became popular in Germany and many other countries.
However, the prices of the models were in the higher range for model railways and, at the time,
beyond the pocket of many people.

Above: Catalogue number 200, an early Hamo model tramcar,
using the ‘Femo’ components. This is not the earliest type
which had bent metal destination indicators, note the rotating
plastic blocks used here and for all subsequent models.

Left: A detail photograph showing the coupling and metal plug.
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Above: Catalogue number 250 was the trailer matching the early tramcar. This version has the Scharfenberg
tramway coupling with an electrical wire connection between the power car and the trailer and from the trailer to a second one.
Below: Detail of the electrical connection and Scharfenberg coupling.

The Hamo tramway system was built to the HO scale (1:87) using a 16.5mm gauge track. In fact
the cast metal bodies were over-large in order to accommodate the substantial motor used to
power the models. In the first catalogue, issued by Hamo in 1952, the tramcar models were offered only as part of a set, catalogue number 100. This had tramcar 200, trailer 250 and an oval
of stamped steel track with overhead masts and wire (a year later the 1953 catalogue renames
this set as Number 75 and set number 100 had enough track and overhead to make a figure of
eight layout). The first controller was the Femo design that looked like a tramcar controller with a
removable handle and a reversing switch. The pressed metal indicator was replaced by a rotating
square section indicator made of plastic.
In 1954 there was a change from the hook and loop coupling system to a specially designed coupling based on the Scharfenberg tramway coupling. This was welcomed by the model tramway
fraternity and became a key feature of Hamo trams. The original simple pressed metal destination indicators were also replaced with a square section of white plastic mounted on a brass rod.
This could be rotated to show different destinations.
The first major change was to introduce a plastic track and modification of the tramcars and trailers to allow two rail operation. Trailers were given insulated wheels, while tramcars had wheels
insulated on one side only. To begin with the tramcars were wired either two rail or live overhead.
A new motor (type 700) was introduced with a new chassis that had a change-over switch allowing the electrical supply to be collected from either the live overhead or a two rail supply.
6

We will now look at the models in more detail. There were a number of smaller design changes
and it is impossible to determine exactly when and in what sequence the changes took place. As
many changes as possible have been identified and are detailed below, however, the dates and
sequences are approximations based on the evidence available.
TRAMCAR T 200(1) AND TRAILER A 250(1)
1952 - 1954
The first model trams produced by Hamo were a direct continuation of the Femo models. There
was a four-wheel tramcar using the Type 600 motor and a matching trailer. Production started in
1953 and ceased around 1954, having been replaced that year by tramcar T 205(2) and A 250
(2). The suffixes (1) and (2) is a notation used in this book and was not used by Hamo. It is used
here as a convenient way of differentiating between the different models.
Tramcar T 200(1)

The body of the tramcar model was cast in Mazac (a zinc based alloy), a material used extensively in making die cast toys.
The motorised tramcar followed the Femo model in having only live overhead operation. It is recognisable in having the following details not found on any other Hamo models. The model has
the Type 600 chassis with one brush of the motor being wired to the pantograph, the wheels are
uninsulated and the other motor brush is wired to the chassis that is electrically connected to the
wheels. Other wires are connected between the pantograph and an electric bulb at the front of
the car, with a second wire going to the rear of the car and connected to the rear headlight housing. This is insulated from the body and is a socket into which a plug and wire can be inserted to
carry power to the trailer in order to light it.
The coupling was a loop and hook type. The destination box was a simply a piece of bent metal.
This was replaced later in 1953 by the square section plastic mounted on a bent wire, so it could
rotate. This was fitted into the same holes in the roof as the previous metal destinations. The
plastic destination box became the Hamo standard for all future four-wheel models (except the
Oldtimer car and trailer).

T200(1) the first production tramcar from Hamo, operating only on live overhead, using the Femo coupling,
with the electrical connection to a trailer lights. Hamo soon replaced the original Femo tinplate destination
board with a rotating plastic block. Note the wide rubbing plate on the pantograph.
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The Type 600 chassis is easy to identify as the base has a bright metal plate, with “Hamo Made
in Germany” stamped on it. The axles are held in bearings outside the wheels.
The pantograph had the same base throughout the Hamo production, but the early pantographs
had a wider rubbing plate with a slot in it. The roof was painted silver, while later models were
given the standard grey colour. The early red and white models had a shade of red that was
much more orange than the colour red used on later models.

Above and Below: The Type 605 chassis, with Type 600 motor, that was originally used by
Femo and initially used by Hamo. Later more sophisticated Type 700 motors were used.

From the original Femo model the powered tramcar had a clerestory moulded from plastic. This
ensured that the pantograph was electrically isolated from the body of the tram. On the Femo
model the clerestory was black. On Hamo models the clerestory was always unpainted grey
plastic (though the shade varied from light to very dark grey).
The floors at the ends of the tramcar were separate stampings and held in place by the same
screws holding the chassis. The side windows were white semi-translucent plastic and the end
windows were clear plastic. Production of this model ceased before Hamo was taken over by
Marklin and so it never received a Marklin catalogue number.
Trailer A 250(1)
The A 250(1) trailer was made as a matching trailer car. The body of the car was the same as
the powered tramcar. The hole in the roof (on the powered tramcar used by the screw holding
the pantograph in place) was used to hold a rivet that fixed a clip under the saloon ceiling. This in
turn held the light bulb. To power the bulb, wires went down to the headlight mouldings each end
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of the trailer. These were insulated and acted as sockets for wires to connect to the power supply
from the power tramcar. The return for the current was through the body of the trailer and back to
the track via the uninsulated wheels.
The chassis was a simple metal pressing with small brackets holding the ends of axles. The trailer had the same simple loop and hook couplings as the power car. Production of this model
ceased before Hamo was taken over by Marklin and so it never received a Marklin catalogue
number.
TRAMCAR T 200(2) AND TRAILER A 250(2)
1954 - 1955
In 1954 the production of the tram and trailer was improved with an upgrading of the motor and
replacing the loop and hook coupling with a miniature reproduction of Scharfenberg tram couplings.

Tramcar T 200(2)
The tramcar model continued to use the same die cast body. Externally the main difference was
the use of an ingenious replica of the Scharfenberg tram couplings in place of the hook and loop.
Initially the Type 600 motor and chassis was used. Later the Type 700 motor and Type 602 chassis were developed and the opportunity was taken to mount a change-over switch at the top of
the chassis to allow two rail operation or live overhead. To achieve this, the wheels on one side
of the tramcar were insulated and pick-up strips connected these to the motor via the change
over switch. Initially the pick-ups on the insulated wheels consisted of stiff wire mounted on the
Paxolin holding the change-over switch. The wire slid into tubes on the Paxolin allowing the wires
to reach down and be hinged against the tread of the wheels. Pressure was kept by springs pulling the wire against the wheels. The uninsulated wheels provided an electrical connection to the
chassis and body of the tram.

Tramcar T 200(2) is externally very
similar to the initial model. However,
it has a new chassis (Type 602) with
the new Type 700 motor and an internal switch allowing either two rail or
live overhead operation.

Later the stiff wire pick-ups were replaced with a spring strip clipped and riveted to the Paxolin. A
small block of carbon was soldered to the end of the strip to give a good contact with the wheel
tread. The carbon block was held against the wheel by the natural springiness of the strip. This
required less parts and made a simpler construction on the Paxolin. It is not known when the design was changed, but most models seen have the newer form.

At some stage in the production of this type of model the pantograph was changed. The base
and springing were the same but the wider rubbing plate was replaced by a thinner rubbing plate
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without a slot. The destination boxes continued to use the square section plastic rod mounted on
a bent brass rod.
The model continued to have a silver roof. Production of this model ceased before Hamo was taken over by Marklin and so it never received a Marklin catalogue number.

The Type 602 chassis with the stronger Type 700 motor and wired to allow two rail or live
overhead peration.

Trailer A 250(2)
The trailer was given fully insulated wheels to allow the motor tramcar to operate on the two rail
system (uninsulated wheels would short across the rails). It retained the clip on the ceiling of the
saloon to hold the light bulb in place. The bulb itself continued to be connected to the headlamps.
This required that the trailer was connected to the power tram by a wire, from the rear headlamp
of the tramcar to the front headlamp of the trailer. This provided the power to the bulb, but as the
wheels were insulated the circuit return was completed through the coupling.
Production of this model ceased before Hamo was taken over by Marklin and so it never received
a Marklin catalogue number.

The A 250(2) trailer that had many of the characteristics of the A 250(1) but crucially had insulated wheels to
allow the motor car to be powered by two rail electric supply.
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TRAMCAR T 205 AND TRAILER A 205
1955 - 1967
During the changes from T 200(2)/A 250(2) and T 205/A 205 there may have been confusion. Examples have been seen that suggest that older A250(2) trailers were sold to accompany newer T
205 tramcars. As detailed below the T 205 cars did not have the socket headlamp to connect to a
trailer. So it was impossible to have a working trailer light bulb with such a combination. However,
once the change over period had taken place the T 205 and A 205 models became the standard
and, with the T 206 and A 252 models, are the most commonly found.
Tramcar T 205
The T 205 differed very little from the T 200(2). By now the thin rubbing plate pantograph was
used on all production, as was the Type 700 motor and chassis, with Scharfenberg couplings.
The only real changes were that the roof was now painted grey rather than silver and plastic
lenses were placed in the headlamps (clear for the front and red for the back) that were lit by
bulbs in the saloon. The pick-up strips to the insulated wheels have been seen in at least two different variations.

Above: The T 205 power tramcar showing the plastic headlight (there is a red light at the rear); the narrow
rubbing plate on the pantograph; grey roof; and the large Type 700 motor just visible through the opaque
windows.
Below: The Type 602 chassis showing on the left the early type of pick-up and the metal cased motor; while
on the right is the later pick-up and the plastic cased motor, that has an age related crack.

The Type 700 motor initially had a cast metal body, later this was replaced with the same design
motor, but using a plastic body. Unfortunately over the years some of the plastic bodied motor
casings have split and deformed, damaging the performance of the motor. In 1965 it was given
Marklin catalogue number 1101.
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Trailer A 205

The A 205 trailer saw the most modifications, these being necessary to accommodate the two rail
operation introduced with the A 250(2) model. To enable the light bulb to operate when using two
rail power, the chassis of the trailer was redesigned. The light bulb was mounted on a holder
fixed to the centre of the floor. Power to the bulb was taken from two pick-ups under the floor that
slid along the tops of the rails. This eliminated the need for any electrical connection with the
power tramcar. So the trailer was fitted with two red plastic lenses in the headlamps. Later the
pick-ups were redesigned with a simpler one piece pressing (see photographs). In 1965 it was
given Marklin catalogue number 1111.

Above: The first design of trailer pickups. They were used to collect the current from the two rail operation in
order to light the interior bulb.
Below: At some stage the pickups were redesigned with a much simpler (and so cheaper) construction.

TRAMCAR K 150
1953 – pre 1964
The tramcar K 150 was the two rail operation tramcar. It was introduced in 1953 at the same time
as the first plastic track parts were added to the range and was more expensive than the live
overhead tramcar (in 1953 the K150 cost DM24.80 while the T200 cost DM22.50). It used the
same body as the T 205 but was fitted with the older Type 600 chassis, now modified for two rail
operation only. Once the Type 700 motor was brought out with the change over switch there was
no need for a model that only worked on the two rail supply. However, it continued in production,
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possibly to use up supplies of the Type 600 motor, or possibly as a cheaper tramcar in the catalogue as in 1960 the K150 was less expensive than the T 205 (the catalogue price for the K 150
was 18.40DM, while the T 205 was 25.50DM). It was eventually dropped from the catalogue, production ceasing before Hamo was taken over by Marklin and so it never received a Marklin catalogue number (it was in the 1961 catalogue but not in the 1963 one).

The two rail only tramcar using the older design. This is a page from the English language catalogue of
1961.

TRAMCAR T 206 AND TRAILER A 252
1959 - 1967

As an inexpensive way of increasing the range of models offered by the Hamo tramways a new
power tramcar and trailer were introduced by moulding a longer clerestory that ran the full length
of the roof.
Tramcar T 206
This was exactly the same as T 205 except it was fitted with the longer clerestory. The destination box was clipped between two plastic projections on the clerestory and route discs were also
fitted. In 1965 it was given Marklin catalogue number 1102.
Trailer A 252
This was exactly the same as trailer A 205 except it was fitted with the long clerestory. In 1965 it
was given Marklin catalogue number 1112.
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T 206 and A 252 were introduced in 1959. It appears that Hamo had the idea to increase the range of their
tramcar models by the simple expedient of moulding a new, longer, clerestory, thus creating a ‘new’ model.

TRAMCARS T 125 AND T 126a AND TRAILER A 128
1955 – 1958
In 1955 Hamo introduced new models to the range. These were a bogie tramcar, matching trailer
and a freelance diesel bogie railcar. There was a major innovation with these models, as the bodies were moulded in plastic. The Type 700 motor was used to power the tramcar, with a new
chassis having a central motor driving both bogies through cardan shafts. A very similar model
tramcar and trailer were introduced a year later that had die cast metal bodies and production of
the plastic bodied model ceased in 1958. It is not known why production of the plastic body
ceased, but speculation suggests it was due to manufacturing difficulties.
Tramcar T 125
The introduction of the bogie tramcar meant the development of a new chassis and body. Hamo
chose to mould the body in plastic, though the chassis was die cast metal. The design was similar
to the streamlined Duwag tramcars running in German towns. The chassis used the Type 700
motor mounted in the centre of the car with a cardan drive to each bogie, which in turn was
geared to provide drive to all four axles. The tramcar was able to run on live overhead or two rail
supply and there was a switch mounted in a slot in the roof that allowed the change-over of supply. The tramcar had light bulbs inside the saloon, one at each end. The headlamps were small
and the front one was clear plastic and the rear one red plastic. The couplings and pantograph
were to the Hamo standard. Production of this model ceased around 1958, some time before Hamo was taken over by Marklin and so it never received a Marklin catalogue number.

The T 125 bogie tramcar using the plastic body. Introduced in 1955 it was replaced by a metal bodied model
and disappeared from the catalogue within three years.
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Above: The first version of the bogie tramcar and trailer had a plastic body. The power car was catalogue
number T125 while the trailer was T126 (later T126a).
Below: The later , metal bodied version, that was introduced in 1958. For a while both the metal and plastic
bodies were featured in the catalogues. The metal models had catalogue numbers T127 and T126b
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Above: The bogie chassis catalogue number 603. This is the first version with a die cast support frame. The
vertical lever on the top of the chassis protruded through a slot in the roof to enable the car to be switched
from two rail to live overhead.
Below: Later the diecast support frame was moulded in plastic, which unfortunately was prone to breaking
when the plastic aged.

Tramcar T 126a
Tramcar T 126a was sold as a high speed diesel electric railcar. In effect it was the A 128 plastic
body with a narrow clerestory screwed to the roof. As it did not have a pantograph it was sold for
two rail operation only and did not have the roof slot for the change over switch. The chassis, motor and interior lighting were the same as the T 125. It was not a popular model and sales were
very low. It was replaced by the metal bodied version by 1958.

The 1955 English language catalogue
shows the bogie tramcar for two rail operation only, as it did not
have a pantograph.
The retailer’s note ‘not
stocked’ is a typical
reaction to this model
and it remains rare.
16

The chassis for the T 126a and T 126b two rail versions of the bogie motor tramcar without a change-over
switch. Photo Brian Wild.

Trailer A 128
The trailer body was to a similar design as the tramcar body. There were detail differences in the
roof and it only had one headlight, a red one at the rear. There were two interior light bulbs, one
at each end of the trailer. The chassis was moulded in plastic and so the power for the lights
came from the bogies. Each bogie was fitted with insulated wheels on one side and uninsulated
wheels on the other. By placing bogies so the uninsulated wheels were on opposite rails the power during two rail operation would light the lamps. Production of this model ceased before Hamo
was taken over by Marklin and so it never received a Marklin catalogue number.

The plastic bodied bogie trailer disappeared in the 1959 catalogue, replaced by the metal bodied version.

TRAMCARS T 127 AND T 126b AND TRAILER A 129
1956 – 1967
Within a few years after the introduction of the plastic bodied bogie tramcars Hamo introduced the
metal bodied models. These used the same mazac type material as the four wheel cars. The design was very similar to the plastic trams, differing only in small details. The plastic body had
doors that represented sliding doors while the metal body represented folding doors. To the average purchaser the two would have appeared the same, apart from the plastic bodied trams being
lighter in weight. Both the plastic and metal versions appeared together in the 1956 catalogue,
though the plastic models soon disappeared and are now difficult to find.
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Tramcar T 127

Apart from the body the T 127 model used the same parts as the plastic T 125. The chassis was
cast in mazac, so plastic insulating parts were required to hold the bogie pivots and the change
over switch. Each bogie picked up electricity from a different rail and to prevent any likelihood of
shorting the metal body and chassis were insulated from the electrical system. This included
making the U/J drive shafts from plastic Two light bulbs in the saloon provided the lighting.

An early version
of the metal bodied bogie tramcar,
with a front coupling that was
omitted on later
production models. The difference in the doors
is the most immediate difference
between this and
the plastic body.

Later the chassis was replaced by a moulded plastic version (now prone to breaking) and the
Type 700 motor moved from having a metal body to a plastic one (also liable to splitting). It has
not been possible to identify a precise date for these changes. When Marklin took over in 1965 it
became catalogue number 1104. Initially the tramcar was sold with Scharfenberg coupling at the
front and rear of the vehicle. At sometime in its production life the front coupling was omitted, presumably to save production costs.
Tramcar T 126b
This model was in effect the T 126a with a die cast mazac body. In all other aspects it was the
same. It underwent the same changes to its chassis and motor as the T 127 tramcar. In 1965 it
was given Marklin catalogue number 1103.

The die cast metal bogie
power car as it appeared in
the 1961 English language
catalogue. The first production models had couplings
at front and back, after
some time the front coupling was omitted, again
presumably to lower production costs.
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Trailer A 129

This model was the A 128 model with a metal body. The model remained unchanged from 1958
to 1967, other than losing its rear coupling. In 1965 it was given Marklin catalogue number 1113.

The trailer chassis was always a plastic moulding allowing the insulated wheels on each bogie to be positioned onto opposite rails so that they were connected to the light bulbs to light them.

‘OLDTIMER’ TRAMCARS T 204 AND TRAILER A 203
1962 – 1967
In 1962 Hamo introduced a new tram and a year later a matching trailer. Based on the first electric tramcar to be seen in German towns in1897, the model appeared a far cruder model than the
other trams in their range. This naivety in modelling was emphasised by the simple bent wire
couplings that Hamo chose to put on the model. Although the bow (a new innovation by Hamo)
operated the motor car was only wired to run on two rail track. Production only lasted for five
years, before the factory ceased manufacturing. Combined with the crude appearance, the model
was not popular. Sales were limited and so the model is less seen than the other tramcars.

While model T 204 captures the early features of the tramcar it did appear rather crudely made,
particularly the rudimentary wire couplings. As a result it was not a great selling model.
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In the Hamo German language catalogues the “Oldtimer” trailer was not given a catalogue number, however, in the English version printed by Edward Exley the catalogue number 203 was given to the trailer (none of the English catalogue numbers had prefix letters). To match the Hamo
system the number A 203 is given to the “Oldtimer” trailer in this document.
Tramcar T 204
The original 1897 tramcar that the model was based on had a bow collector rather than a pantograph. The model reproduced this by having a working bow collector. The main body of the tramcar was a Mazac one-piece die-cast casting. It did not include the roof which was a separate
plastic moulding. In the roof at each end was a slot for a route number disc. The chassis was a
modification of that used under the T 205/T 206 and given the number type 604. The main
change was to reduce the length of the casting, while keeping the same wheelbase. The latter
was over-long for the “Oldtimer” tramcar. The model was unusual in having the window frames
painted a contrasting colour to the body, matching the lining. The couplings were a simple wire
hook at one end and a wire loop at the other. A light bulb was fitted into a clip attached to the
ceiling of the saloon. A leaflet in English, that included the ’Oldtime’, indicated that the model was
available in kit form. However, we have never seen evidence of it actually being sold in this form
In 1965 it was given Marklin catalogue number 1100.

The model required a new design of chassis (Type 604), using the standard Hamo Type 700 motor.

Trailer A 203
Soon after the introduction of the “Oldtimer” tramcar Hamo added a matching trailer to their catalogue. The chassis casting was to the same design as the “Oldtimer” tramcar, except there was
no motor. Instead a light bulb was attached to the chassis. The wheels on one side of the trailer
were uninsulated, while the other side were insulated. There was a single pick-up strip mounted
to electrically contact one of the insulated wheels. The pick-up was mounted on a fibre strip that
in turn was riveted to the chassis. A simple piece of clear sticky tape was put around the joint
where the wire was soldered to the pick-up, to prevent shorting onto the metal body. This arrangement lit the trailer when operating on the two rail system. Like the tramcar it had the same
crude wire couplings. It is difficult to understand why Hamo used these other than for cheapness.
But they surely deterred Hamo tramway operators as they could not be coupled to other Hamo
models. In 1965 it was given Marklin catalogue number 1110.

20

Above: The Oldtimer trailer A 203 which was the motor tram without a motor or bow collector, but with the
same crude wire couplings.
Below: The very simple chassis for the trailer, including rudimentary insulation.
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HAMO TRAMCAR COLORS
Known paint colours of Hamo tramcars:
FOUR WHEEL & BOGIE CARS

OLDTIMER CARS

Blue/cream
Green/cream
Red/cream
Yellow/cream
Cream with black stripes
Cream with blue stripes
Cream with green stripes
Cream with red stripes
Blue/cream with black stripes
Green/cream with black stripes
Red/cream with black stripes
Yellow/cream with black stripes

Blue with black stripes
Cream with red stripes
Cream with green and black stripes
Green with cream stripes
Green with yellow stripes
Red with black stripes
Yellow with black stripes

NOTE: The cream varies from pale ivory (almost white) to a pronounced cream.
A rainbow of Hamo tram liveries.
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WORKS TRAILERS 130, 131 AND 132
1955 – 1967 (130)
1958 – 1967 (131)
1958 – 1965 (132)
The works trailers were introduced the year after the plastic bogie tramcars. It may be that Hamo
introduced them in order to utilise the plastic moulding machines that had their capacity much reduced when the metal bodied bogie cars replaced the plastic bodied cars. All three works cars
incorporated plastic parts as well as a metal die-cast chassis.
Trailer 130
The first works trailer was a simple open wagon, called by Hamo a tool wagon. It had a plastic
body with a metal die-cast chassis and metal Scharfenberg couplings. Initially the body was
moulded in two colours, green and red. It was not painted but left in its natural colour. After 1960
the red and green were dropped and a grey plastic was used. The chassis and couplings were
black. In 1965 it was given Marklin catalogue number 1120.

The open wagon (tool trailer) was initially produced with green and red plastic bodies. Later these
were replaced by a grey plastic body. The chassis of all the wagons were made of die cast metal.

Trailer 131
The second works trailer to be chosen was a sand wagon. This was similar to the open wagon,
but it had three sloping lids (that could be opened) on each side. Like the tool wagon the body
was made of plastic and the chassis die-cast metal. It is not clear if the production was always in
grey plastic or if other colours were used to 1960, though I have not seen any different colours. In
1965 it was given Marklin catalogue number 1121.

The sand wagon with all its doors open. The model used the same chassis as the tool trailer and is
believed to have only been produced with a grey plastic body.
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Trailer 132

The third trailer was very different and was called a tree or rail carrier. It consisted of two small
four wheel trucks connected by a bar. Each truck had a bolster to allow logs or rails to be carried
across the two trucks. The bolsters and connecting bar were moulded in black plastic, while the
chassis and couplings were black die-cast metal and the end railings black painted pressed steel,
though it is believed that a grey version was also produced. Production of this model ceased
around 1965 as it is not in the 1965 German language catalogue, however, it does appear in the
Edward Exley 1966 catalogue. It may be that Edward Exley had some unsold stock. It is believed
that production of this model ceased when Hamo was taken over by Marklin and so it never received a Marklin catalogue number.

The tree/rail carrier, catalogue
number 132, was an unusual
choice. Introduced in 1958 it was
a very slow seller and was withdrawn from the catalogue in 1965.

HAMO LOCOMOTIVES T 207, T207a, T 208 AND T 208a
1959 – 1965 (T 207 AND T207a)
1960 – 1965 (T 208 AND T 208a)
In 1959/60 Hamo introduced two 12 volt DC locomotives. Many of the bogie tramcar chassis and
bogie parts were used in the locomotives.
Locomotive T 207 and T 207a
The Company took a new direction in 1959 with the introduction of a diesel locomotive. This was
the Deutsche Bundesbahn Diesel locomotive Type V80. It used the bogie tramcar chassis (the
publicity photographs show the locomotive with Scharfenberg tramway couplings, though the accompanying text stated that the locomotive had a universal type coupling, compatible with all other types of railway models). The locomotive was available for two rail or three rail operation and it
was also offered it in kit form. The T 207 version was produced for operation on a DC system and
it was also available in a simple kit form. The T 207a version could only be purchased by special
order for operation on the 14 volt AC stud contact system. It is believed that production of this
model ceased when Hamo was taken over by Marklin and so it never received a Marklin catalogue number.
Locomotive T 208 and T 208a
The second locomotive that was produced the following year was another Bo-Bo this time a model of the Deutsche Bundesbahn Diesel locomotive Type V160. As with the previous model the
model without the a suffix was for DC supply and that with the ‘a’ suffix was for AC stud contact.
Unlike the V80 it was not produced in kit form. It is believed that production of this model ceased
when Hamo was taken over by Marklin and so it never received a Marklin catalogue number.
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Above: The first locomotive to be produced by Hamo was the V80 diesel.
Below: The locomotive chassis shows the model tramcar influence in the components of the power unit.

Below: The two locomotives introduced by Hamo in 1959/60 using chassis parts from the tramway range.
From the 1960 English language catalogue. Each was offered for DC or AC operation.
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The two Hamo locomotives had disappeared in the Marklin produced 1965 German language Hamo catalogue and were replaced by four 12 volt DC locomotives made by Marklin.

TRAMWAY SETS
In the first catalogue in 1952 Hamo offered the tramway system in a set, rather than with the
trams as separate items. The set was called No 100 and had an oval of metal track and overhead
plus a tramcar and trailer. In the following year the 1953 catalogue offered three sets, number 50
that had a two rail only tramcar (No K 150) a trailer and an oval of plastic track. It did not have
any overhead. Set No 75 was the same as the 1952 set No 100 with metal track, while a new set
No 100 was offered with live overhead and an oval of plastic track. The 1961 catalogue has an
illustration of a set with a controller, however it is not listed in the sets available. The full listing is
given on Page 40.

The 1953 Hamo catalogue only offered trams
as part of a complete tramway set including
track and for two of the sets overhead. Three
different sets were available Numbers 50, 75
and 100.
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The tram set number 75, with a tram, trailer, an oval of track and overhead.

TRACK
The initial track produced by Femo was made of pressed steel, forming the rails and pavement
between and a narrow strip either side of the rails. Being all metal the tramcars could not run on
the two rail system. It was necessary to have a live overhead to enable the trams to operate.
Each piece of track had a clip protruding at one end and a slot in the other end. There were long
and short straights, a right angle crossover and curved rails. The road surface was printed to represent setts. The first catalogue suggested five different track layouts.
When Hamo took over the model tramway from Femo they realised that sales could be greater if
the tramcars could run on a two rail operation, like many of the model railway systems. This could
only be achieved by scrapping the metal track and using metal rails set in a moulded plastic
base. In the meantime they used the same metal track that was developed and sold by Femo.
However, all metal track was sold in two versions. It appears that some was sold with a light
brown cover and a representation of setts printed on the surface. This may have been the remaining Femo stock. The other version was a plain mid-grey colour.
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The metal track, left, is the
Femo type with setts printed
on the base, while below is
the later all grey pressed
metal.

Within a year the new plastic track was ready and for a couple of years (1954 to c1956) both the
metal track and the plastic track were offered. Initially the plastic track consisted of just 120mm
straights, curves and a curve with a wire from the rails to connect to the controller. The plastic
track first appeared in the 1954 catalogue (though it still used photographs of the metal track) and
over a couple of years took over from the all metal track. At the same time the four-wheel tramcars were modified with a switch under the ceiling to allow two rail or live overhead operation, using a new chassis that incorporated the Type 700 motor. The track system included both hand
and electrically operated points, a right angle crossover; curved track of two radii (150mm and
210mm), allowing a double track to be set up; and straight track in four different lengths.
The straight and curved rails were delivered to the retailer in boxes containing 10 or 50 pieces.
However, they were usually sold by the shops as individual pieces. In the catalogue Hamo also
offered ‘Track Packs’ to make six different track layouts.

A selection of the plastic track that
became the Hamo standard. The
pieces clip together easily and
could be fixed down with screws.
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OVERHEAD

The original Femo system included poles and wire for live overhead operation. The traction poles
were plastic mouldings with a metal base that clipped under the track. This kept the poles secure
without needing to screw them to a baseboard. From photographs it appears that the overhead
running wire was threaded through tubes fixed to the arms of the traction poles. Initially, when
Hamo took over manufacturing, they continued to use the Femo design. They then changed the
way the running wire was fixed to the poles. A steel clip was mounted under the arm of the pole
onto which a loop at the end of each section of running wire was fixed. The early poles were to
the same design as the Femo ones and are recognisable as they had an arched bracket arm.
There must have been some difficulties with this as soon after 1952 Hamo changed the design of
the traction poles to have more substantial straight arms. Both design of overhead pole were illustrated in the 1953 catalogue, but the older design disappeared after that. Hamo also added a
double arm traction pole. This fitted between the tracks, but only clipped under one track. The
overhead system included a traction pole without an arm. This was used with span wires holding
up the running wire using special ears, also available from Hamo.

Left: The original Femo design of overhead using small
tubes attached to the poles to hold the contact wire.
Above: Hamo soon replaced the Femo design with their
own overhead. Four types were offered, left to right single
arm with supply wire; double arm, span wire type; and the
standard single arm.

STREET FURNITURE
Sometime after 1958 Hamo introduced a tram stop to their catalogue. 150mm long and 28mm
wide it consisted of a section of pavement with a stop sign, with litter bin, and an illuminated bollard. It was catalogue number 400.

The first illustration of the tram stop
appeared in the 1960 German language catalogue. The bollard holds a
small bulb and can be lit.
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MOTOR, CHASSIS AND ACCESSORIES

Hamo sold their electric motors and complete chassis units to modellers. The reasoning being
that customers could either motorise their trailers, making them into motor tramcars, or use the
chassis to motorise their own hand built tramcars. This proved popular and specialist model tramcar makers used Hamo chassis, motors and other parts in the accessories range to motorise
their own models for sale to the public. Notable among these were Anbrico and Meadowcroft.

The three motorised chassis offered in the 1956 English language catalogue.

CONTROLLERS
There was a transformer-controller sold as part of the original Femo system. The controller box
was designed using real tramcar controllers as a basis and available for either homes with an AC
mains supply (catalogue number 550W) or with a DC mains supply (catalogue number 551G).
Each had an output of 12 volt DC variable for driving the tramcar. The controller had a small tram
type controller handle that, like the real thing, was removable. There were six steps on the controller and to the right of the handle was a direction switch. There was also a controller to a similar design, but with a 16 volt AC input and a 12 volt DC variable output. Production of this transformer-controller and the controller was taken on by Hamo for a few years. These earlier controllers had disappeared by 1958, replaced by a transformer-controller and controller that were far
more like standard model railway controllers. The unit was built for Hamo by Tramag a specialist
electrical company based in Fürth.
In 1954 Hamo announced that the 550 controller was replaced by the 515 transformer controller,
as already mentioned far more like a model railway controller. In addition a rectifier was introduced to enable modellers who already have an AC transformer to convert that output to DC.
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The first Hamo controller was the one originally supplird by Femo and is clearly based on an actual tram
controller. Hamo soon replaced it with a more conventional model railway controller.

The operation of the live overhead and insulated rails allowed two trams to be run like the Trix
Twin system, with one car using a two rail supply and the other the live overhead and using one
rail as the return circuit. It is possible that Hamo feared breaching Trix patents if they advocated
this method, as in 1957 Hamo introduced a new type of controller under the name “Multiplex”.
The novel feature of the “Multiplex” controller was that it allowed two tramcars to be operated
simultaneously and independently from the same supply.
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The 1955 English language catalogue contained details of the 515 transformer-controller. Introduced in 1954
it replaced the previous 550 and 551 controllers. It continued to be offered until 1962. The 1955 catalogue
also saw the introduction of the 510 rectifier, presumably aimed at modeller with Marklin AC control systems who wanted to add tramways to their layouts.

The “Multiplex” controller was most ingenious, particularly as this was well before the transistor or
any form of digital control. Without wishing to go into deeply technical issues, the principle was
that the controller had two knob controls. One sent a DC current to the tramcars and the other an
AC current. The tramcars had to be adapted to be able to be used on this system. One was
changed to operate on the DC, while blocking the AC and the other to operate on the AC. The
DC tramcar had to have a choke coil fitted on the wiring to the motor. This blocked the AC current while allowing the DC current through to the motor and be controlled by it. The AC tramcar
had to have a few more components fitted. A capacitor acted as a block to the DC, while allowing
the AC current through. However, the motor was a DC permanent magnet, so a rectifier was installed, converting the AC to DC. This meant that it was not possible to reverse the tramcar in the
same way as a DC controller, so a solenoid was fitted that acted on a change over switch. Each
time power was applied to the tramcar the switch operated. This did mean that each time the
tram stopped and power was re-applied it started in reverse. The operator would need to cut off
power immediately and re-apply it, when the tram would go in the correct direction.
As has already been mentioned this was all long before the days of integrated circuits and micro
miniaturisation. The conversion components were bulky and had to be fitted by someone well
versed in electrical circuits. It was not feasible for the average modeller to carry out the conversion, so additional expense was incurred paying someone else to install the parts. As far as can
be determined the multiplex system was not popular. Most tramway layouts were built to fit in
small places and so were not overly complex or had large fleets of tramcars. For most modellers
they derived sufficient pleasure from driving one or two tramcars. It was just too complex to use
the multiplex system, without adding the significant costs involved. In 1959 the cost of the controller and necessary other components was £11 14s 0d (then not far off the average working
man’s weekly wage).
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Above: The Multiplex entry in the 1959 English language catalogue extolling the virtues of the Universal
Control Unit. It was not a great success.
Below: The additional electrical parts that needed to be fitted into the tramcars in order to run on the Multiplex system. The two cylindrical components are a capacitor and rectifier for the tramcar operated by the
AC current while the choke coil allowed the DC current to control the other tramcar. The items were very
bulky and must have been difficult to install. From the French language catalogue.
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The complexity of the Multiplex system is well illustrated by this intricate circuit board necessary for the operation of the AC side of the system. It enables the reversing of the AC control to allow the tramcar to go
backwards and forwards. I presume the unit was fitted between the controller and the track and not in the
tramcar.

CATALOGUES
There are no known catalogues from the Femo era. The first catalogue was produced by Hamo
in 1952. It had 12 pages printed in black and white, of which 2 were blank! It gives a good picture
of the products taken over by Hamo and shows an initial direction. The trams were only offered
as components of a complete tramway set (catalogue number 100) with track and overhead.

The first Hamo catalogue
was produced in 1952,
the year that Hamo took
over the Femo production.
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The very first picture of the Hamo tramway set consisting of all Femo items.

The 1953 catalogue expanded to fill all 12 pages and now offered three complete tramway sets,
numbers 50, 75 and 100. The number 50 set was advertised as two rail only and was sold without overhead. Alongside the all metal rails there were straight and curved sections with a plastic
base for use with the two rail tramcar. The 1953 catalogues came in two versions, one black and
white the other using blue ink on white paper. The blue ink was used again in 1954. In the same
year an English language version of the catalogue was produced, the 16 pages also used blue
ink.. The catalogue has been seen in German, English, French and Spanish languages.

In 1954 Hamo produced
their first English language
catalogue, using blue ink.
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Above: 1955 saw the cover being printed in full colour, though the rest of the catalogue was in black and
white and the size increased to 16 pages.
Below: The cover of the 1957 French language catalogue was overprinted to advertise the new Multiplex
control system.
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Above: A complete change of cover for the catalogue came in 1960, by now it is 28 pages long.
Below: Marklin had taken over Hamo in 1964 and issued a new catalogue, with a new cover, dated 1965/66. It
included four Marklin locomotives adapted for 12 Volt DC operation, but omitted the two locomotives produced by Hamo. Most of the tramway items remained although the size decreased to 16 pages.
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BOXES

The main features of the Hamo boxes (apart from those containing sets) were that they looked
cheap, were undecorated, were not very rigid and got thrown away, so today are very rare. The
cheap grey card was left entirely plain except for the catalogue number stamped on one end of
the lid using black ink. The base and lid were constructed using four staples each.

Above: The standard Hamo boxes for their items, in this case track pieces. The same type of box was used
for all their products except complete sets of tramways and tramcars. The part number is applied to one
end of each box using a rubber stamp.
Below left: Marklin continued to use the inexpensive boxes but with a printed label with the Marklin and
Hamo names and the new catalogue numbers.
Below right: Marklin did improve the boxes for the tram models with a coloured box (it has been seen in
green as well as red) with a clear plastic lid. Note the new Marklin number 1101 on the end of the box.
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After Marklin took over Hamo the stamped catalogue number was replaced by a rectangle of paper with “MARKLIN” and “HAMO” followed by the Marklin catalogue number.
Boxed sets were far more attractive with a painting of a four wheel tramcar with a trailer motoring
down a 1950s German street. The main box was blue and the interior partitions beige/yellow.
Boxes are also known that are plain blue with a silver coloured tramcar outline with ‘HAMO’ printed in the outline.

An early tram set with metal track and the interim modified overhead.
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HAMO AND MARKLIN CATALOGUE NUMBERS
Marklin gave the Hamo products a new catalogue numbering system. The old and new numbers
are listed below:
Description

Hamo
Number

Marklin
Number

Four-wheel Power Car Live Overhead only
Four-wheel Trailer No Clerestory Live Overhead only
Four-wheel Trailer No Clerestory 2-rail only
Four-wheel Trailer No Clerestory 2-rail only
Four-wheel Power Car 2-Rail only
Powered Bogie Railcar, plastic with Pantograph
Powered Bogie Railcar, No Pan, Plastic
Powered Bogie Railcar 2-Rail only No Pan, Plastic
Powered Bogie Railcar 2-Rail only No Pan, Zinc
Powered Bogie Railcar, Zinc
Bogie Trailer, Plastic Live Overhead
Bogie Trailer, Plastic 2-rail
Bogie Trailer, Zinc
Bogie Trailer, Zinc
Bogie Trailer , Zinc
Old Timer Power Car 2-rail only
Four-wheel Power Car Short Clerestory
Four-wheel Power Car Long Clerestory
Old Timer Trailer (In Exley catalogue as no 203)
Four-wheel Trailer Long Clerestory
Open Four-Wheel Wagon
Four-Wheel Sand Wagon
Bogie Timber Car

200
250
250
251
K150
T125
T126
T126a
T126b
T127
T127
T128
T128
128
129
T204
T205
T206
A204
252
130
131
132

----------1111
-------------------------1103
1104
--------------------1113
1100
1101
1102
1110
1112
1120
1121
------

Island Tram Stop
Standard Controller 110V
Standard Controller 220V
Multiplex Controller

400
----516
517

1125
1130
1131
1133

T207
T208

-----------

Electric Locomotive Bo-Bo
Electric Locomotive Bo-Bo

V80
V160

SETS
Note: In the early days Hamo moved from metal track with live overhead only to plastic track offering 2-rail or live overhead. The change is not well documented and during this period it is not easy to determine when the change took place. The suspicion is that there was a significant overlap when both were
offered.
T 200 tramcar, trailer A 250, oval of track with overhead
K 150 (later T 205) tramcar, A 250 trailer, oval of track
T 200 tramcar, trailer A 250, oval of track with overhead
T 200 tramcar, trailer A 250, figure of eight track with overhead
T 205 tramcar, trailer A 250, oval of track
T 200 tramcar, trailer A 250, oval of track with overhead
T 205 tramcar, trailer A 250, figure of eight track with overhead
T 206 tramcar, A 252 trailer, oval of track
T 206 tramcar, A 252 trailer, oval of track with overhead
T 127 tramcar, A 129 trailer, oval of track
T 127 tramcar, A 129 trailer, oval of track with overhead
T 125 tramcar and A 128 trailer
T 127 tramcar and A 129 trailer
T 126a tramcar and A 128 trailer
T 126b tramcar and A 129 trailer
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100
50
75
100
50
75
101
101a
105
105a
101
110
111
121
120

IDENTIFICATION OF HAMO MODEL TRAMCARS
NOTE

The dates given are as close as possible from available information from Hamo catalogues.

FOUR WHEEL PASSENGER TRAMCARS
Tramcar T 200 (1)
Live overhead only, uninsulated wheels, Type 600 chassis with silver baseplate marked Hamo,
Femo loop and hook couplings, silver roof, headlight acts as socket to power lighting in trailer,
early models had the Femo pressed metal destination board which was later replaced with a rotating plastic square section indicator. 1952—1954.

Trailer A 250 (1)
No pick-up collectors between wheels, rivet in centre of roof holding interior light, silver roof,
headlight is socket to power interior light, Femo lop and hook couplings. 1952—1954.

Tramcar T 200 (2)
Hamo Scharfenberg tram couplings, early models had a two rail Type 600 chassis, while later
models had the Type 700 chassis with 2-rail/overhead switch, early models continued to have a
pantograph with a wide rubbing plate while later models had a narrow rubbing plate, the roof
continued to be silver. 1954—1955.

Trailer A 250 (2)
In order to operate on two rail track the wheels were insulated, however, the power to the interior
light continued via a wire connecting the tram to the trailer through the headlamps, the return current was through the coupling. 1954—1955.

Tramcar T 205
As T 200 (2) except the roof was painted grey, pantograph has thin rubbing plate, as there was
no need for the wire connection to a trailer the headlamps have translucent plastic (clear one end
and red the other). 1955—1967.

Trailer A 205
Two rail pick-ups (two types are known) were fitted between the wheels to power the interior
lighting and the socket type headlight was no longer needed, the interior light fitted in a holder on
the chassis, so there was no need for a hole in the roof, the roof was painted grey, red translucent plastic lens were fitted in the headlamps. 1955—1967.

Tramcar K 150
Introduced when Hamo started using plastic track in 1953 and it was able to operated with two
rail power supply, so the K 150 was introduced as a two rail tramcar with the Type 600 motor, it
was superceded when the Type 700 chassis was introduced that had the 2-rail/overhead change
over switch, but it was retained as a cheaper option until 1964. 1953—1964.
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Tramcar T 206
As T 205 but with a full length clerestory on the roof. 1959—1967.

Trailer A 252
As A 205 but with a full length clerestory on the roof. 1959—1967.

BOGIE PASSENGER TRAMCARS
Tramcar T 125
This model is immediately identifiable as it has a plastic body. 1955—1958.

Tramcar T 126a
Like the T 125 but without a pantograph and only able to run two rail. 1955—1958.

Trailer A 128
Like the T 125 the trailer has a plastic body. 1955—1958.

Tramcar T 127
Like T125 but with a die cast metal body. 1956—1967.

Tramcar T 126b
Like the T 127 but without a pantograph and only able to run two rail. 1956—1967.

Trailer A 129
Like the T 127 the trailer has a die cast metal body. 1956—1967.

OLD TIMER TRAMCAR
Tramcar T 204
The ’Old Timer’ tramcar had a short life of just five years. In that time there were no significant
changes. 1962—1967.

Trailer A 203
Similar to the T 204. 1962—1967.
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ALFRED HANNEMANN RETIRES IN 1963
In 1963 Alfred Hannemann decided to retire from model tram manufacturing and closed the factory. However in 1964 Marklin purchased shares and obtained the controlling interest in the company. It is believed that the reason that Marklin took over Hamo was for its experience in DC model
railways and to use the trading name for a new range of two-rail DC operation Marklin locomotives.
Left and Below: One of the last publicity productions from Alfred Hannemann was this single page,
double sided leaflet promoting the two new electric
locomotives and, overleaf, a selection of tramway
items
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MARKLIN OWNERSHIP FROM 1964
When Marklin acquired HAMO in 1964 they changed the name of the company to HAMO Modellfahrzeuge GmbH (Hamo Model Vehicles Gmbh). Initially the tramway production continued in
the Hannemann factory and manufacture was extended when the two rail locomotives were added to the range. However, Hamo wheels were used on the models and these did not meet modern wheel dimension standards, and that meant they would not run on modern model track. It is
unclear precisely what happed in detail to Hamo products during the period under Marklin ownership. It is most likely that production of the tramway range continued in the Hamo factory for a
short period. It would seem that Marklin was only interested in using the name and technology to
develop a 12 volt DC range of locomotives. At this time the 16 volt AC systems (such as Marklin
and Trix) were falling out of favour and 12 volt DV was becoming the model railway standard.
Probably Marklin wanted to have the 12 volt DC in reserve in case sales of the AC system
dropped. Instead a new model was added to the catalogue, this was a Deutschen Bundesbahn
Electric locomotive Type E 44. This model was announced as being assembled by the Hamo factory to run on 12 volt DC. For those wanting the E 44 to run on a 16 volt AC supply the catalogue
said that this could be ordered specially as the factory would convert it using Marklin parts. It was
soon discovered that Hamo wheels were used on the models and these did not meet modern
model wheel dimension standards, and that meant they would not run on modern model track.
Marklin printed a Hamo catalogue in 1965 and dated 1965/66. In the catalogue three new locomotives were added to the E 44 in the Hamo range, the Deutsche Bundesbahn Electric locomotive Type E 18 (available in two different colours), the Luxemburgischen Eisenbahnen Co-Co and
the Osterreichischen Bundesbahnen Electric Locomotive Co-Co. They were all supplied to run on
the DC system. The tramway system was reduced to just the rolling stock:- the powered tramcars; trailers; and works cars; there was no track or overhead. They had been given new Marklin
catalogue numbers and the original Hamo diesel locomotives had been dropped and were no
longer available. Distribution of the Hamo tramway range had been taken over directly by Marklin
and, it is believed that, at the same time production of the models was discontinued.
The very last Hamo catalogue was actually printed in 1966 by Edward Exley (the sole British importer of Hamo trams, see the Edward Exley section). In 1967 the tramway range was removed
entirely from production and the Hamo range of DC locomotives was incorporated into Marklin
catalogues. Marklin took over Trix in 1994 and this spelt the start of the end of the Hamo name.
The use of the Hamo name continued for the 12 volt DC range of locomotives until 1997 when
the name was dropped entirely and the 12 volt DC products adopted the Trix name. The Hamo
name is no longer used for any model railway production.

The 1965/66 German catalogue included, on its first
page, reference to Marklin.
First advertising that Marklin
could supply model railway
locomotives that operated
using AC control and second
that Marklin offered a repair
service for Hamo locomotives. (no mention of the
trams).
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ROGER MEADOWCROFT
Roger Meadowcroft was born between Rochdale and Bury in May 1925. His first memories of riding trams were when he was about 4 years old travelling on the Rochdale system. He recalls that
when passing the cemetery the Conductor would shout “Boneyard”. He rode on the Heywood to
Middleton tramway at least once, that tramway itself was only open for a few years.
His Headmaster at his secondary school, Theodore Horne, was an enthusiastic railway modeller
who encouraged Roger in all his modelling. At the age of 18, when he would normally have gone
to university, he was called up for National Service. However, he did not pass the medical. So his
thoughts turned to university. He had hoped to study engineering, but all the places had been
taken, so he took a course in metallurgy at Manchester University. He did his bit for the War by
joining the Home Guard (his father was Company Commander).
After finishing University Roger took up a job at International Alloys at Aylesbury. While there he
built at least one ‘O’ gauge tramcar, using motors from scrapped aircraft (the firm smelted them
down). While in Aylesbury he linked up with the London Group of the Light Rail Transit League
and helped build an ‘O’ gauge tramway layout that was exhibited at the Schoolboys Exhibition in
1948. Roger constructed the traction poles and overhead. At the exhibition he met Van
Riemsdyk, who was manufacturing and selling ‘O’ gauge clockwork locomotives and tramcars.
Van Riemsdyk was the only model tramcar manufacturer in the country and Roger got to know
him and was supplied with wheels and various tinplate pressings from which Roger made a variety of tramcars. In 1949/50 Roger decided to move from International Alloys for health reasons
and he returned to the family at Colne. In the large house he had his own room in which he built
his first tramway layout, in gauge ‘O’. The layout was operated by a full size tramcar controller
from Leeds, which had been slightly modified. He set up his own business making light fittings.
Later he sold the business and joined Crabtree Textile Accessories, where he did development
work and learnt about fabricating wire items.

He also started making and selling tramway modelling items. The first models to be offered were
ready to run Llandudno Toastrack tramcars in ‘O’ gauge. These were made using tinplate floors
and roofs, ‘OO’ gauge bullhead brass rails for the solebars and uprights and seats and seat
backs made using a Juneero Tool, cropping appropriate width strip to length. The power unit
used an underfloor unit designed by Roger, with a central motor driving the bogies through flexible drive (the principles of powering this car was later used for the 4mm Model Tramcar Design
Blackpool Toastrack and subsequent kits). In his modelling venture he was joined by F. E. J.
Ward for a while. Mr Ward would carry out work in the workshop at Roger’s home and in the early
evening Roger would join him for a short time on returning home from his Lighting Company job.
An early order was for a Sintra Tramcar in 1:24 scale (1/2 inch to the foot). The body was built by
another modeller, Roger supplied the mechanism and truck.
An order for a 1:24 scale tramcar arrived in the 1950’s from a draughtsman in the Glasgow Corporation Drawing Offices. He sent plans for a new single deck bogie tramcar that had been designed in the office. The proposal was that the new design would be used to construct 100 new
trams for the Glasgow system. Looking very much like a single deck version of the Cunarder the
project failed to get the support of the Tramway Committee and was dropped. The fate of the
model is not known. After a while Roger was finding that the modelling took more and more time.
So he decided to leave Crabtree Textile Accessories, even though they allowed him to make
tools and supplied him with various sizes of spring steel wire.
At this time Van Riemsdyk decided to cease production of his tramcar models. Roger purchased
the press tools with the aim to continue production. However, Roger found that the design of the
press tools made production difficult. There was no provision for the punched material to be
ejected from the tools. It had to extracted from the tools by hand, a time consuming job. It is interesting to note that both Van Riemsdyk and Roger re-used tinplate, using old cans and other
tinplate items.
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Roger’s 1:24 scale
model of the proposed singe deck
tramcar (based on
the Cunarder) made
for Glasgow Tramways. When presented to the Tramcar Committee the
idea was rejected.

Roger constructed ‘O’ gauge model trams to order. However, there were very few constructed.
Roger estimates that he made a total of around two dozen ‘O’ gauge model trams, including the
toastrack and crossbench cars. While at Colne, Roger produced a very wide range of stamped
brass parts in ‘OO’ gauge and offered them to modellers. Roger made his own stamping tools
and used a large hand press to stamp out the parts. A whole range of different tools were made
allowing a whole range of window sizes and styles. Each window was stamped individually, so
Roger could vary the window spacing and the number of windows on the sides.
At this time, he started importing and selling Hamo tram models and parts. He also used Hamo
parts to make chassis for his own hand made models. However, when a few years later he put an
order in for more supplies, he was informed that they could not supply him as they had a sole distributor in Britain in the form of Edward Exley. He obtained a supply of gears, made his own
wheels from aluminium and used these to make mechanisms for his ready to run models. Roger
was always innovative and often experimented with the assembly of these chassis and a large
number of different designs have been seen over the years. All are superbly engineered and built
with considerable skill.
Meadowcroft Models has operated very much as a cottage industry, with all the quality and
craftsmanship of a bygone era. Basically a one person business, though with occasional help
from other tramway modellers, Roger has not only set the standard for others to follow, he also
introduced many novel designs to help other modellers. Probably most notable were the underfloor bogie mechanism, and the complete overhead system. Tramway modellers owe a great
deal to this innovative and always helpful modeller.
Roger finally retired around 2005, the exact date is difficult to determine as he was always ready
to get involved with modelling projects that interested him. He passed away on 25 August 2009.

A typical four-wheel chassis made by Roger
Meadowcroft. This uses Hamo wheels and pinion gears and is wired for two rail
operation, though Roger also made live overhead versions.
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EDWARD EXLEY
Edward Exley set up Edward Exley Model Railways in 1923 making and selling high quality model railway items to the personal orders of individual customers. The company was based in Bradford and in the early days specialised in gauges ‘O’ and ‘1’ and later the focus moved to ‘OO’
gauge as it became more popular. Among the customers were Bassett Lowke and Mills Brothers.
After the war the sales side of the company moved to Baslow in Derbyshire, keeping production
in Bradford. By this time some of the manufacturing was being sub-contracted out to specialist
modellers. Edward Exley retired from the sales side of the company in 1955. A few years later
the directors sold the locomotive construction to Stanley Beeson (the main sub-contractor they
used). In 1962 a fire at the Bradford premises destroyed the workshop and most of the tooling.
This prompted Edward Exley to retire from the company and manufacture of the models was entirely sub-contracted out.
Around this time the company focussed more on retail sales rather than manufacturing. As part of
this they became sole importers in Britain for Hamo trams. They were also agents for Anbrico,
including the ready to run tramcar models. They were able to supply Anbrico with Hamo parts
used in the construction of tramcar chassis for the models. This relationship continued until Hamo
was taken over by Marklin and tram model production was phased out. Edward Exley either had
large stocks of Hamo trams or they purchased the remaining stock from Marklin because they
produced their own Hamo Catalogue in 1966. The last Hamo catalogue was dated 1965/66 and it
made no reference to track, overhead, controllers and bogie track wagon, which were included in
the Exley catalogue. The catalogue included non-Hamo models, in particular Anbrico models.
Since then the company has changed hands a number of times and currently exists but is not
trading. The last activity was repairing and restoring Exley models and being a source of technical expertise on Exley products.

In 1966 Edward Exley, British importers of Hamo products, printed their own Hamo catalogue. It contains not
only Hamo products, but also the V60 and V120 locomotives (not in the Marklin 1965/66 Hamo catalogue)
and tramcars built by Anbrico that used Hamo chassis.
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ANBRICO
Anbrico was established by Anthony Brian Colbeck in the 1950s. He was a skilled but amateur
railway modeller. He enjoyed making model railway items so much that he decided to go professional and make models full time. He later remarked that other modellers told him that once he
started to make models professionally he would lose that thrill. His response at the time was
there was no way that could happen. However, he found that they were correct and he was
wrong. The pressures of making models to a deadline, and to a price, meant it became a job and
no longer a joy to do. Despite this disappointment his high standards of modelling meant that Anbrico deservedly built up a reputation of making high quality models, mainly in ‘OO’ gauge. Many
were built to order, but he also developed stock items that could be sold off the shelf. Examples
of these are the DMU units and other coaching stock.
His first models were the then new, British Railways DMU type destined for the Leeds/Bradford
area in the early 50’s. The models were built to ‘OO’ gauge and proved popular with model
shops and direct sales. Tony found that the DMU range of models proved very popular and over
the years he produced every type of DMU. He also expanded into producing railway coaches for
the four railway regions. There were also orders for ‘O’ gauge coaches. In the 1960s he employed female staff to assist in the construction and painting of models. In 1965 he had an order
from the Scottish Region of British Railways for a three car Glasgow Suburban Electric train. The
models were presented as gifts to the Queen and Duke of Edinburgh when they visited the railway.
Around 1960 Anbrico had an order from a model railway shop for a range of ready to run model
tramcars in ‘OO’ gauge. These proved very attractive to modellers and the range was promoted
with a favourable review in the April 1961 issue of “Railway Modeller”. This led to a demand for
more tram models, both from model shops and directly from the public. These were the first
ready to run models of British trams to be available and were a revelation at the time. Being hand
made meant the cost of the trams was in the higher range, but they were clearly of high quality.

Above: The Hamo four-wheel chassis was used
‘as made’ to power the Anbrico Sheffield ‘Roberts’
car.

Right: A view of the whole of the ‘Roberts’ tramcar.

The trams were hand assembled from stamped brass parts, bent and curved to the appropriate
shapes. These were built by a combination of soldering and screwing. Painting was kept as simple as possible. The main colour was sprayed on and where there was a second colour, the body
was masked and the second colour sprayed. Lining and any colour bands were either applied by
hand or put on with self-adhesive colour tape. Appropriate fleet numbers and destination could be
identified by customers to suit their wishes. The demand was such that some assembly and
painting was carried out by local ladies, who were trained to carry out particular processes.
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Many of the mechanisms that were used were the ones made by Hamo for their range of German
‘HO’ (nominal) tramcars, or incorporated Hamo parts. All of these used large motors which effectively filled the whole of the lower saloon of the model. Hamo used opaque windows for their
models to conceal the motors and Anbrico followed suit, using an opaque plastic for the lower saloon and a clear plastic for the upper saloon. Where a Hamo chassis was not suitable then often
Hamo parts would be used to construct an appropriate mechanism. For some models bespoke
mechanisms would be built. While the Hamo chassis had very coarse profile wheels, the mechanism was virtually indestructible, as is evident by the number of models that still survive in working order. For the overhead collection Anbrico often used the Hamo pantograph, however, he also used scratch-built bow collectors and trolley poles.

Above: This Anbrico balcony, bogie tramcar used the standard Hamo bogie mechanism.
Below: A view of the whole model tramcar, showing why Anbrico hand made models were and still are very
popular.
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When the Hamo company was taken over by Marklin, production of the trams and tram sets
ceased. This meant that the supply of motorised chassis and parts for the trams were no longer
available from 1968. Anbrico was forced to cease production of the brass hand-built model tramcars. However, they continued an interest in model tramways by introducing white metal kits in
the early 1970s. For the first kit a Sheffield ‘Roberts’ car was chosen, as it had proved to be the
most popular brass tram in the ready to run range. A Bradford Balcony car was the next to be
added and later a range of ‘Traditional Tramcars’ was introduced. These continued until 1987
when production of the kits was discontinued.
Anbrico started producing railway and other transport related videos under the Anbrico Felixjaz
name. This had been established in the 1970s and eventually all aspects of the scale models
were sold. The tram kits were acquired by ABS Models in 1990 and re-introduced under the ABS
Models name. Sadly Anthony Brian Colbeck passed away on 9 th September 2015. His son Paul
Colbeck took over and is now running the video business.
Left: The Blackpool ‘Standard’ chassis showing how Anbrico have used
Hamo parts to make a special
chassis.

Below: The complete model of the
Blackpool ‘Standard’.
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Below is a list of the ready to run model tramcars built by Anbrico known to us. As Anbrico would
built models to specific order, as well as standard stock items, it is likely that this listing is not
complete. Further additions would be welcome, preferably with an accompanying photograph.
STANDARD RANGE
Divided rocker panel, totally enclosed tramcars, upper deck ends with seven windows
C20 4 window saloons, top lights in all lower deck, 4 windows in jacknife doors
C21 4 window saloons, top lights in both saloons, 4 windows in jacknife doors
C22 5 window saloons, top lights in all lower deck, 4 windows in jacknife doors
C23 5 window saloons, top lights in both saloons, 4 windows in jacknife doors
C25 As C20 but without top lights over cab windows
C26 As C21 but without top lights over cab windows
C27 As C22 but without top lights over cab windows
C28 As C23 but without top lights over cab windows

Flush sided totally enclosed tramcars, upper deck ends with five windows
C30 4 window saloons, top lights in all lower deck, 4 windows in jacknife doors
C31 As C30 top lights in both saloons
C32 As C30 top lights omitted, 2 windows in jacknife doors
C33 As C30 but with 5 window saloons
C34 As C31 but with 5 window saloons
Balcony tramcars
As above but with balcony ends on each version. Replace letter C with letter B
Open top tramcars
As above but with open top deck on each version. Replace letter C with letter O
Open vestibule platform tramcars (no driver’s windscreen and no doors)
Available as closed top (CP), balcony top (BP) or open top (OP)
Open platform tramcars (with driver’s windscreen, but no doors)
Available as closed top (CW), balcony top (BW) or open top (OW)
PROTOTYPE TRAMCARS
Birmingham Balcony
Blackpool Standard
Blackpool Single Deck Coronation
Bradford Balcony
Gateshead Bogie Balcony
Glasgow Standard
Glasgow Coronation Mark 2
Huddersfield Balcony 107/126
Huddersfield Domed Roof
137/144
Huddersfield Totally Enclosed
L&CBER four wheel
LCC E/1
LCC Number 1

Leeds Balcony
Leeds Horsfield
Leeds Middleton bogie
Leeds Open Balcony and cabs
Leeds Railcoach bogie single
deck
Liverpool Bogie 821
Liverpool Priestley
Manchester Pilcher
Newcastle Bogie 102
Sheffield 199
Sheffield 300
Sheffield Roberts
Swansea and Mumbles bogie
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CONCLUSIONS
Hamo effectively ceased production over 50 years ago in 1963 when Alfred Hannemann retired.
Although Marklin acquired the company in 1964 they had no intension of continuing production
and while some manufacturing may have continued for a short while the major plan was to cease
making the model tramway system and use the name for a 12 volt DC range of Marklin models.
Sales continued for a while as old stocks were cleared out of the warehouse. A deal with Edward
Exley was soon concluded where remaining stock was sold off. This enabled Marklin to cease
trading the range and draw a line under the Hamo tramway items. Edward Exley produced their
own ‘Hamo’ catalogue to sell the remaining stock, without indicating that production had ceased.
The end of the range had a profound effect on Anbrico and Roger Meadowcroft, both of whom
relied of Hamo components for their own ranges of hand made model tramcars. In the case of
Anbrico the company withdrew their brass model tramcars and after a short break replaced them
with white metal kits. Initially with two models and later with a range called ’Traditional Trams’.
The latter making use of the then recently introduced ’Tenshodo’ motorised chassis.
Roger Meadowcroft’s products were a much smaller concern and the availability of ready to run
models diminished, but he instead sold his brass stampings as kits for modellers to build their
own tram bodies and it was up to them to determine how to motorise the trams.
Today there is a brisk trade in second-hand Hamo model trams and tramway parts. There are
usually a few being offered in online auction houses and they reach high prices. Anbrico hand
built brass model trams are highly sought after and in recent years have almost disappeared
completely from the model market . Meadowcroft models are scarce. Being a one person operation production was always extremely limited and Roger prided himself on their high quality. The
limited quantities means that there are few collectors, but they are very keen and are willing to
pay the high prices necessary to purchase the few examples that reach the market.
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